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The PSAT/NMSQT is a student's first shot to get noticed by colleges and qualify for scholarships.
Dr. Gary Gruber, whose exclusive Gruber Method has raised millions of test scores by sharpening
critical thinking skills, offers strategies and completely updated study materials to tackle this first big
exam, a warm-up to the SAT. Featuring 3 full-length practice tests, plus targeted review for Critical
Reading, Writing, and Math, Gruber's Complete PSAT/NMSQT Guide has all the tools students
need to earn top scores and compete for a National Merit Scholarship. EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO STUDY TO GET THE TOP SCORE*3 full-length practice tests with detailed answers explained
and keyed to specificÂ Â Â Â strategies and skills *The world's shortest PSAT test (just 22
questions!) with complete answer explanationsÂ Â that show you the exact basic skills and
strategies you need to markedly improve your score Â Â to get a National Merit Scholarship*Inside
info on how PSAT questions are created*Strategies that will save you study time by pointing you
directly to the answers*Exclusive 4-hour cram session*The 101 most important math questions you
need to know how to solve*Mini-math refresher*Complete math refresher*PSAT grammar review
guide GET THE SKILLS THAT UNLOCK THE ANSWERSWith the explanation to a question, you
can answer that one question. With the Gruber strategies, you can answer thousands of questions!
These strategies show you how to think about problems instead of trying to solve each one
individually.
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THis is one of the best books for deciphering the Psat test . It gives great clues and help to dissect
each type of question and how to approach test taking. It is not just a bunch of sample test
questions it is a building block theory to establish test taking stradgedies that will last a life time .

There are many books doing the same thing; trying to prepare you for PSAT and this one provides
you the same guidelines that we found in many other books. Nothing special but does what it is
supposed to do with so little cost. Good addition to other PSAT books.

That is the best book for PSAT, easy, well organized and with amazing helpful tactics and
strategies. I highly recommend it.

We found that the study guide / refreshers were pretty well organized and covered things pretty
thoroughly. If you walked through those "refreshers" you had a good idea of where you needed to
focus your energy. The "strategies" for how to approach problems were a bit hit and miss -- some
are good and others seemed like overly-formalized commonsense. Finally, unlike the math portion
of the tests which were fine, the grammar portion of the practice tests didn't seem to be on par with
real PSAT tests -- not necessarily easier or harder, just not hitting the mark in a true assessment.

Did what it is supposed to do.
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